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CAD Designer

Apply Now

Company: Proman

Location: Blackburn

Category: other-general

CAD Designer

Blackburn

100% Onsite

Mon-Fri 08:45-17:15

Up to £36,000

CAD Designer

The Role

My client is a leading manufacturer in their field, supplying furniture to schemes & projects

across the UK.

CAD Designer

Main Responsibilities
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Create high-quality detailed technical drawings and plans based on designs supplied by

architects and designers and make modifications to existing drawings.

Use Solidworks and AutoCAD to create designs in 2D and 3D models.

Provide accurate, detailed and to scale drawings.

Present working drawings for use in all stages of the project, tender, manufacture/construction,

and installation.

Issue manufacture drawings to the workshop.

Checking delivered Metalwork ensuring they are delivered to our drawings.

Liaising with the Workshop when necessary.

Liaising with the Sales Team when necessary.

Attend Teams meetings where applicable.

Issue CAD Drawings to Customers for Approval.

Issue Metalwork drawings to vendors for quotes.

Create and issue metalwork purchase orders.

CAD Designer

The Candidate

Experience with Solidworks.

Experience with AutoCAD.

Experience in creating designs for 2D and 3D models.

Confident in presenting their designs to both sales team and customers.

Please contact Adam Lang at Winsearch UK for further information.

Adam Lang - (url removed)

Winsearch acts as an employment agency for permanent staff. We recruit for roles based in

Engineering & Manufacturing, Food & Drinks, Pharmaceutical, Supply Chain & Procurement

and Professional Services. View our latest jobs today on our website (url removed) and

follow us on LinkedIn.



Our clients and their customers come from diverse backgrounds and so do we. We hire our

people from various walks of life, each of whom make our company stronger with their talent,

uniqueness, and expertise. This is what makes our company special; if you want to help us

grow and take this ethos to our clients, then we cannot wait to collaborate with you!

The UK has now left the European Union. Any EU, EEA or Swiss citizens living in the

UK that wish to remain in the UK post Brexit need to apply to the EU Settlement Scheme.

Although the closing date for applications was 30th Jun 2021, if you have not yet applied but

believe that you would qualify under the EU Settlement Scheme, the Home Office have

confirmed that they will consider late applications. For further information please see

https://(url removed)/browse/visas-immigration/eu-eea-swiss

Many Thanks

Apply Now
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